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IndusGuard Web Version 3.5.5

What’s New ?
The new features that have been added with the update.
1

2

Alerts on Zero Threats
You will get notifications in report and dashboard even when no
vulnerability or malware threat is found during the malware monitoring
scanning. It keeps you updated on current security posture.

IP and corresponding URL Mapping
The vulnerability assessment report will include details on IP belonging
to a specific URL. The feature will make scanning reports more precise,
saving time in taking the mitigation steps.

What’s Better ?
The enhancements to improve security and usability.
1

CVSS Field In Report
IndusGuard Web customized dashboard reports now include
vulnerability severity based on Common Vulnerability Scoring System
(CVSS). This will help you prioritize response and resources to threats
accordingly.
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IndusGuard WAF Version 3.0.0

What’s New ?

The new features that have been added with the update.

1

Improved Threat Management
With smart threat prevention design, WAF identifies threat and
associates it with IPs, session IDs, and machine fingerprint. A risk score is
generated and then tied to specific identities for instant, more accurate
blocking.

What’s Better ?
The enhancements to improve security and usability.
1

Unique CWE ID for every rule in CRS

2

Better False Positive Protection

WAF dashboard will now show Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE)
associated with every rule. This allows your team to understand what
threats are prevented with specific rule set.

With newly written rules to eliminate false positives, WAF is more
efficient and accurate in blocking only real threats to your applications
and keeping real users unaffected.

Other Fixes
1

Security Patch Updates
WAF has also been patched for several small bugs in the system. These
regular updates help us make it stronger internally and prevent attempts
to bring our services down. It also improves uptime and provides you
uninterrupted services.
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